Find the pictures

Use a yellow pencil to color the shapes around the words that rhyme with ose.

three nose red
hose goes tree
rose peg
toes
fan

Use a green pencil to color the shapes around the words that rhyme with ell.

hit egg
tell
sell star
text
rug well
text
fell shell
text
Find the pictures

Use a yellow pencil to color the shapes around the words that rhyme with ose.

- three
- nose
- red
- fan
- hose
- goes
- toes
- rose

Use a green pencil to color the shapes around the words that rhyme with ell.

- hit
- tell
- egg
- sell
- fell
- shell
- rug
- well
- star

These activities have hidden pictures. Say together all the words aloud. Your child has to find all the words in a particular word family and color them either yellow or green to reveal the mystery picture. Choose other colors to complete the rest of the pictures.